Functional- and abundance-based mechanisms explain diversity loss due to N fertilization
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Human activities have increased N availability dramatically in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Extensive research demonstrates that local plant species diversity generally declines in response to nutrient enrichment, yet the mechanisms for this decline remain unclear. Based on an analysis of >900 species responses from 34 N-fertilization experiments across nine terrestrial ecosystems in North America, we show that both trait-neutral and trait-based mechanisms operate simultaneously to influence diversity loss as production increases. Rare species were often lost because of soil fertilization, randomly with respect to traits. The risk of species loss due to fertilization ranged from >60% for the rarest species to 10% for the most abundant species. Perennials, species with N-fixing symbionts, and those of native origin also experienced increased risk of local extinction after fertilization, regardless of their initial abundance. Whereas abundance was consistently important across all systems, functional mechanisms were often system-dependent. As N availability continues to increase globally, management that focuses on locally susceptible functional groups and generally susceptible rare species will be essential to maintain biodiversity.

net primary production in terrestrial temperate ecosystems is generally limited by N availability (1). Theory predicts that, above a certain level of primary productivity, local species diversity declines as production increases (2–4). Observational studies across N deposition gradients (5) and numerous N-fertilization experiments (6, 7) provide support for this theory. After land use change, N deposition and climate change have been predicted to be major drivers of diversity loss (8). Given that human activity has doubled available N (9) and that net primary production is increasing globally (10), a more mechanistic understanding of diversity decline due to resource enhancement is needed to develop strategies that minimize the potential loss of biodiversity.

Explanations for the decline in species diversity as productivity increases range from random extinctions of locally rare species (11, 12) to functional trade-offs between above- versus below-ground competitive ability (3, 13–15). The random-loss hypothesis predicts that increased competition causes community-level thinning, decreasing density because of the death of small individuals of all species. Rare species would be most at risk of loss as a consequence of their small population size. Studies have found either strong (16) or partial (12, 17) support for this hypothesis. In contrast, functional-based hypotheses predict that fertilization allows species with traits that are advantageous under the changed conditions to exclude other species. Most often, exclusion is tied to competition, in which the overall intensity of competition increases because of fertilization (2) or a switch occurs to mainly above-ground competition when soil resources are abundant but shading is intense (15). This second set of hypotheses assumes the importance of functional traits; however, tests of the importance of particular traits at the community level are rare.

We use functional traits to test mechanistic links between diversity loss and fertilization (18). Traits of individuals reflect evolutionarily derived strategies of resource capture and interactions among species, both of which influence community structure and ecosystem processes (19–23). Analysis of responses of functional groups to fertilization can discern functional mechanisms related to the pattern of diversity decline. However, adequate replication of functional trait diversity rarely occurs within a single experimental study because of area limitations on local species diversity and environmental filters (18). In addition, investigations of species responses in one system cannot distinguish between dynamics that are environmentally dependent and those that are general across systems (23). Broad generality can only be achieved by combining data from multiple, independent experiments carried out in different ecosystems.

We assembled functional trait data for 967 plant species records in 34 N-fertilization experiments across nine sites in North America to gain a more mechanistic understanding of diversity decline due to resource enhancement. Ecosystems included arctic and alpine tundra, grasslands, abandoned agricultural fields, and coastal salt marshes (Fig. 1).

We use these data to address two commonly hypothesized mechanisms driving the productivity–diversity relationship. They are not mutually exclusive. First, as productivity is enhanced, the chance that a species is lost is proportional to its initial abundance, and therefore, diversity decline is driven primarily by the loss of rare species (trait random loss). Second, as productivity increases, species losses are a function of changes in the traits optimal for resource use (functional trait-based loss). Specifically, species that are able to tolerate low levels of below-ground resources in unfertilized conditions (e.g., species that are perennial or have a C₃ photosynthetic pathway), effectively obtain below-ground resources (e.g., species that support N-fixing symbionts or are clonal), or constrained in their use of above-ground resources (e.g., short-stature species) should be more likely to be excluded in fertilized conditions (24, 25). To test these hypotheses, we quantified simple functional traits for all species in all experiments. We determined the degree to which the decline in diversity in the 34 N-fertilization experiments depended on increased productivity and/or functional-
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group turnover. We then examined what types of species were being lost in these experiments and whether initial abundances or particular traits of these species predicted the risk of loss due to fertilization.

Materials and Methods
We used data from experimental studies of N fertilization from nine ecosystems in North America (Fig. 1). Although these systems were all largely dominated by herbaceous vegetation, they encompassed a broad range of growth form representation and productivity (see Table 2, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Across the nine ecosystems, we include 34 N-fertilization experiments. In all experiments, we compared unfertilized (no N added) and fertilized (N added) treatments.

Trait Characterization. We chose broad functional categories, some of which overlap with previously suggested core plant traits (26, 27), rather than many specific quantitative traits for several reasons. First, detailed quantitative traits are rarely available for the North American flora, unlike the published databases for the European flora (28, 29). Second, recent studies incorporating both detailed plant measurements and broader life history traits have found relatively equal usefulness of the two approaches (24, 30). Third, general traits can be more easily used by those charged with managing land to maintain species diversity in the face of anthropogenic N inputs.

Based on our predictions, we selected six different functional groupings to use in our analyses. First, graminoid species were classified based on whether they were nonclonal (no vegetative spread), caespitose (densely packed ramets such as tussocks or phalanx growth form), or rhizomatous (widely spaced ramets or guerilla growth form). Again, because we found few differences in the response of caespitose and rhizomatous species, we combined these groups in the analyses presented here. Last, we classified species based on whether they were native to North America or nonnative based on information in the U.S. Department of Agriculture plants database (http://plants.usda.gov). Analyses based on family taxonomic groupings were not possible because of the highly unbalanced nature of family representation in the database: >75% of the 67 families in the data set were represented by <10 species, whereas two families (Poaceae and Asteraceae) were both represented by >80 species records.

Response Metrics. We used species density (number of species per unit area) as our measure of species diversity (7). By following standard metaanalytic approaches (31, 32), we calculated the species diversity response as species density in fertilization treatment divided by species density in control (unfertilized) treatment, with values of 1 indicating no change in response due to fertilization. A similar metric was calculated to describe the change in above-ground primary production due to fertilization, based on standing biomass measures.

To describe functional group responses, we summed the mean relative abundance (of replicates within each experiment) for species comprising each functional grouping. The ratio of relative functional group abundance in fertilized and control plots $[\ln RR = \ln (RA_{fertilized}/RA_{control})]$, where RA is relative abundance of a functional group, was used as our response metric. Ratios were natural log-transformed to meet normality assumptions. Thus, a positive lnRR value indicates that fertilization increased that relative abundance of the functional group, a value near zero indicates little change, and a negative value indicates that fertilization decreased the relative abundance of a functional group.

Functional group turnover was calculated as the average of the absolute value of response ratios across all $n$ functional groups in each experiment:

$$\text{Functional group turnover} = \frac{\Sigma |\ln RR_1| + |\ln RR_2| + \cdots + |\ln RR_n|}{n}$$

where lnRR is the response to fertilization of the $n$th functional group (Table 3, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, for a calculation example). Functional group turnover is a general index of the degree to which fertilization produces a shift in functional group abundance between control and fertilized plots. Because functional group turnover is based on the relative abundance of many species within each functional group, we do not expect a statistical correlation with species losses. There were only two cases in the data set in which fertilization caused the complete loss of a functional group; these were omitted from this analysis.

We classified species as lost from an experiment if they were present in control plots but absent in all fertilized plots. This distinction does not take into account the original composition of a particular plot but is conservative in that a species has to be absent from every replicate fertilized plot to be considered lost. In one experiment that had time-series data from the start of the experiment (CDR; Table 2), our classifications based on presence/absence of species in control and fertilized plots predicted >80% of the species that were actually lost over time.
from fertilized plots. For all analyses, we excluded experiments that did not initially contain species with both trait types being compared (e.g., both annuals and perennials had to be present for an analysis based on life history functional groupings) and experiments that did not experience at least one species loss.

**Data Analyses.** We used three different logistic regression approaches to test the importance of initial abundance and trait groupings on the probability of species loss in fertilized plots. First, to account for the overall influence of abundance and traits on loss, we ran logistic regressions of species loss likelihood for different functional groups, including all species from all sites. We analyzed each functional grouping separately and did not combine functional groupings (e.g., we did not compare two-trait categories such as perennial exotic or tall N-fixer). Second, to examine the generality across all sites, we conducted similar analyses separately for each site. To determine whether particular sites strongly influenced the overall analysis, we also ran the overall analyses while excluding sites that we identified as having strong effects when they were analyzed separately. Third, to examine the potential influence of trait correlations, we conducted similar analyses on multivariate descriptors (principle component axes) of trait variability rather than just the single trait categories. Life history, origin, and clonality had high loadings on the first axis, which described 26% of the variation in trait groupings. The second and third axes examined an additional 18% and 14% of the variation, respectively. Photosynthetic type and height had high loadings on the second axes, and N-fixation and clonality had high loadings on the third axis. All analyses were based on the likelihood of species losses and included both initial abundance and trait groupings as factors.

**Results and Discussion**

N fertilization increased net primary production and decreased species richness in all terrestrial experiments ($r^2 = 0.03$) but not in salt-marsh experiments (Fig. 2 Upper). Salt marshes are highly productive and generally support only three or four plant species per m$^2$ under natural conditions, constraining possible diversity responses to fertilization. Functional group turnover (see Materials and Methods) was stronger than productivity as a predictor of diversity decline (Fig. 2 Lower). Large shifts in functional group abundance (e.g., increase in C$_3$ grasses, decrease in legumes, etc.) were related to large losses in diversity both with ($r^2 = 0.35$, $n = 34$, $P < 0.001$) and without ($r^2 = 0.30$, $n = 24$, $P = 0.004$) salt marsh sites. Shifts in functional group abundance were not related to changes in production ($r^2 = 0.04$, $n = 19$, $P = 0.42$) nor initial levels of production ($r^2 = 0.05$, $n = 34$, $P = 0.84$). Other factors that differed across experiments, such as experiment length and amount of N added, did not explain diversity decline.

The general relationship of diversity loss with changes in productivity and functional group abundance suggests that both numerical (abundance-based) and functional (trait-based) mechanisms are related to the decline in diversity as local productivity increases. To address these mechanisms in more detail, we sought to determine whether initial abundance or particular functional traits predict the probability that a species would be lost as resource availability increased above-ground production.

Fig. 2. The decline in species diversity is related to the magnitude of production increase on plots fertilized with N (Upper) and the magnitude of functional-group turnover (Lower). Functional-group turnover is the mean of the responses of all functional groups to fertilization (see Materials and Methods) within an experiment. Each symbol represents one fertilization experiment. Regression coefficients are given when all experiments are included (w/SM) and when salt marshes are excluded (w/o). Open symbols indicate salt marshes. $*, P < 0.05$, $**, P < 0.01$, $***$, $P < 0.001$; SDn and SDc, species density (no. of species per area) in fertilized and control plots, respectively; ANPPn and ANPPc, above-ground net primary production in fertilized and control plots, respectively. For site definitions, see the legend to Fig. 1.

The random-loss hypothesis predicts that rare species account for most of the decline in species diversity with fertilization due to random loss of individuals as plant size increases and density declines (11, 12, 33). Our data partially support this hypothesis. Initial abundance was significantly associated with the likelihood of loss due to fertilization (Fig. 3); the rarest species had >60% chance of loss due to fertilization, whereas the most abundant species had only a 10% chance. However, local extinctions occurred even among the most abundant species, indicating that loss was not wholly due to rarity.

Functional mechanisms have also been invoked to explain shifts in diversity after fertilization. One commonly hypothesized mechanism is a shift from below-ground competition for nutrients to above-ground competition for light as resources are enhanced (12, 34, 35). This hypothesis predicts that species that support N-fixing bacteria and are poor competitors for light would decline because of fertilization. After accounting for the contribution of initial abundance to the likelihood of loss, N-fixing forbs were more susceptible to loss than forbs that did not support N-fixing bacteria (Fig. 3 and Table 1). This decline supports the expectation that competition for soil N decreases in fertilized areas. Also, species in the lower canopy, the species likely to experience more intense competition for light (36), were more likely to be lost due to fertilization than species in the upper canopy. However, functional mechanisms cannot be invoked in this latter case: species in the lower canopy were also more likely to be less abundant before fertilization. When initial abundances were accounted for, species lower in the canopy did not have a higher risk of local extinction than taller species (Fig. 3D).

Another hypothesized mechanism is a shift from conservative to acquisitive resource-use strategies (25, 37, 38). Species with quick
returns on investments of nutrients (i.e., rapid potential growth rates, high leaf N content) are often thought to be able to better use pulses of available resources. Although we do not have resource-uptake measures for all of the species in this database, we did classify species based on their life history. Assuming that life history is a broad surrogate for resource-use strategies, perennials should be more conservative in their resource use and decline as resources are enhanced. After accounting for differences in initial abundance, species with perennial life history were more likely to be lost than annual species (Fig. 3).

Nonnative species can be successful invaders because of a myriad of traits (39, 40). However, it has been suggested that
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Table 1. Influence of initial abundance and functional groupings on the likelihood of species loss across all sites, for each site, and with site deletion to test for the influence of particular sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional grouping</th>
<th>Life history (annual, perennial)</th>
<th>Photosynthetic pathway (C_{3}, C_{4})</th>
<th>N fixation (N-fix, non)</th>
<th>Height (lower, upper)</th>
<th>Clonality (clonal, non)</th>
<th>Origin (native, non)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>$t_{951} = -9.4^{***}$</td>
<td>$t_{991} = -2.9^{**}$</td>
<td>$t_{160} = 1.6$</td>
<td>$t_{666} = 2.9^{***}$</td>
<td>$t_{38} = 0.39$</td>
<td>$t_{11} = 0.71$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>$t_{90} = -3.5^{***}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$t_{27} = 0.01$</td>
<td>$t_{95} = 0.48$</td>
<td>$t_{17} = -0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>$t_{61} = -3.1^{**}$</td>
<td>$t_{59} = -0.16$</td>
<td>$t_{17} = -0.98$</td>
<td>$t_{40} = 0.45$</td>
<td>$t_{37} = 2.0^{*}$</td>
<td>$t_{60} = 1.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>$t_{16} = -1.7$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$t_{16} = 0.50$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBS</td>
<td>$t_{136} = -3.6^{***}$</td>
<td>$t_{17} = -1.7^{*}$</td>
<td>$t_{33} = 2.4$</td>
<td>$t_{131} = 0.04$</td>
<td>$t_{117} = 0.03$</td>
<td>$t_{120} = -1.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNZ</td>
<td>$t_{83} = -5.7^{***}$</td>
<td>$t_{225} = -1.7^{*}$</td>
<td>$t_{39} = 0.38$</td>
<td>$t_{226} = 3.4^{***}$</td>
<td>$t_{329} = -1.5$</td>
<td>$t_{325} = -0.68$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWT</td>
<td>$t_{50} = -0.77$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$t_{45} = -0.01$</td>
<td>$t_{39} = 1.3$</td>
<td>$t_{56} = -0.03$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGS</td>
<td>$t_{90} = -3.9^{***}$</td>
<td>$t_{59} = 0.78$</td>
<td>$t_{17} = 0.39$</td>
<td>$t_{31} = -1.9^{*}$</td>
<td>$t_{50} = 1.5$</td>
<td>$t_{59} = 1.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site deletions</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$t_{239} = -0.11^{*}$</td>
<td>$t_{239} = -0.11^{*}$</td>
<td>$t_{685} = 0.25^{*}$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results for functional grouping account for initial abundance in logistic regression model. There were no species losses due to fertilization in any of the experiments at GCE, and models for JRG failed tolerance tests because of small sample size. $t$, t ratio statistic from the logistic regression model, with n indicating no. of species records. $^{*}; P < 0.10; ^{**}; P < 0.05; ^{***}; P < 0.01; ^{****}; P < 0.001; —$, data did not meet criteria for analysis (i.e. both categories within a grouping were not represented, no species were lost, or there was no site effect for deletion). Bold indicates significant factors. Site names are as described in the legend to Fig. 1.

1Deletion of KNZ species records.
2Deletion of CDR species records.
invasion can be enhanced by increases in resource availability (14, 41, 42). Although native and nonnative invasion rates into fertilized plots were equivalent (K.N.S., unpublished data), native species had a higher probability of local extinction as resource availability increased (Fig. 3F). Many native species were also perennial and clonal. Multivariate analyses indicate that this suite of traits (covariation among origin, life history, and clonality) is related to loss due to fertilization (n = 715, t = 2.73, P = 0.02).

We cannot determine the ultimate causes of increased extinction risk for functional groups that also tended to be rare, such as short-stature and nonclonal plants and C3 graminoids (Fig. 3). Although these traits were associated with loss, we assume that these traits contributed to lower abundance and abundance-based mechanisms directly influenced the increased risk of loss for these groups. Controlled manipulations of functional group abundance and fertilization could test this assumption.

We conducted similar logistic regression analyses within each site to identify whether the patterns of loss that we identified in the overall analysis were influenced by dynamics in particular environments. Although abundance was consistently an important predictor of loss likelihood in all systems, functional mechanisms were often system-specific (Table 1). In particular, the disproportionate loss of N-fixers (30 of 70 N-fixing species were lost) due to fertilization occurred predominately at the tallgrass prairie (KNZ; Table 1), and the disproportionate loss of native species (146 of 372 native species were lost) occurred largely at the successional sand prairie (CDR; Table 1). In both cases, when the influential site was removed from the overall analysis, the trait grouping no longer described the likelihood of species loss in the remaining sites. Sites vary in frequency of given trait groups, frequency of species losses, and general species richness; these factors could all statistically influence these results. However, we suspect that these results have a biological basis: functional traits appear to be better predictors of loss at smaller spatial scales in response to local environmental contingencies.

Species diversity declined as production increased in all but the salt marshes and one examined alpine tundra community (Fig. 2 Upper). Diversity loss was most severe when fertilization strongly increased production or shifted functional group dominance, regardless of their traits, were more susceptible to local extinction. Rajaniemi (17) speculated that random loss would be stronger in communities of nonclonal plants; however, we found support for the random-loss hypothesis in virtually every system that we examined.

Functional mechanisms related to traits also predicted loss. Although abundance-based mechanisms were nearly universal, functional mechanisms were often system-specific. This result has two important implications. First, it suggests that traits (in the broad sense used here) may not influence above-ground and below-ground competition effects on diversity consistently across environments. Secondly, it suggests that a single functional group may not be a global bellwether for changes in plant biodiversity. Rather than a focus on particular indicator functional type, we suggest managing to enhance the abundance of rare species (to slow numerical losses) and to stabilize functional group dominance (to slow functional losses). Management that counteracts production increases, particularly of the abundant species (e.g., grazing, cutting, or carbon addition; refs. 36 and 43–45), can be used to achieve these objectives and conserve species at risk.

Extensive observational and experimental evidence shows that plant species diversity declines with resource enhancement in mesic ecosystems worldwide (5, 7, 46, 47). Net primary production is increasing globally because of anthropogenic N deposition, altered precipitation regimes and longer growing seasons (9, 10, 48). Together, these global environmental changes portend a continued loss of biodiversity (49), which may have significant consequences for ecosystem functioning (50). Our ability to predict which species will be lost as a consequence of these global changes has been hampered by a limited understanding of the mechanisms that drive the relationship between production and diversity. Our analyses demonstrate that species losses can be predicted from a combination of abundance- and functional-based mechanisms, but that these mechanisms operate at different spatial scales. A focus on susceptible functional groups at local scales and rare species at larger scales will be an essential conservation strategy as primary production increases globally.
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